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Complaints of overcrowding
aired by Prout residents
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Two students personally involved in
the
current
residence
hall
overcrowding problem met yesterday
with administrators to air their
grievances about the situation.
Gregory Warren, sophomore (A&S)
and Edward Magcl. sophomore (A&S),
residents of a three-man room in Prout
Hall,
said
Ihey
believe
the
overcrowding system is unfair to those
concerned.

Discussion

Edward Magel, sophomore (A&S) (left) and Gregory Warren, sophomore (A&S)
(right) met with Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost of student affairs, yesterday to
discuss overcrowded dorm conditions. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

THE STUDENTS met with Dr.
Richard Eakin, vice provost fot
student affairs; Setli Pat ton, assistant
direcloi of residence services and
Barbara Keller and William 1-annmg.
directors of residence area life.
Warren and Magel. accompanied by
.'0 supporters, visited Robert Rudd.

Methodist Church under fire
CLEVELAND
(AP)--The
Methodist Church says it it coming
under fire for us support of legal
action on behalf of victims of the
1970 Kent State University shootings.
The
denomination
has been
disturbed by erroneous reports by
news media that church funds weie
used to help nine wounded former
studems and the families of four
students killed in a civil court sun.

according to the United Methodist
Communications
Office
in
Washington, D.C.
The church's six-page communique
to news organizations and others
explains thai the Methodisl's Board of
('hutch and Society was the conduit
through which S25O.O0O was raised
for the recent damages irial Hemming
from the shootings.
THE FUND for court costs.
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If you haven't been getting your
kicks lately, this week's "Focus"
page hould be a good remedy. The
feature takes a close look at a
continuing education class in karate
taught by Robert Nicholson. The
course instructs individuals in the
art of self defense and people of all
ages and both sexes attend regularly
to learn some of the discipline and
acrobatics required of the skill
(left). News photographer Michael
Passarello and reporter Patricia Sinn
tell the story on page six.

established in 1973, was administered
and controlled by the board, but
$29,000 of administrative costs came
out of the fund, the church said.
Neither congregations nor individual
church members were asked lo
contribute, the communique said.
Church officials said the money was
raised through a direct mailing to
550,000 persons, whose names were
taken from commercial mailing lists or
found thtough an adveitisemcnt.
The 90-mcmber board also gave its
sanction to the involvement of one
staff member, the Rev John Adams.
Adams loudly criticized the verdict
clearing Ohio officials and National
Guardsmen o( pcisonal liability in the
shootings, saying the decision gave
civil authorities a license to silence
civil demonstrations.
MOST CRITICISM of church
involvement
came
from
Ohio.
Methodist officials said. Most of the
inquiries about the chuich's role came
during the two weeks following the
Aug. 27 verdict, the Ohio Bishops'
offices said.
Adams said many critics objected lo
his and the church's involvement as a
negative
influence
on
law
enforcement.
Adams said he also has received
support for his actions and calls it an
expression of his pastoral mission to
assist in the creation of a special fund

to help the victims' families, who bore
most of the grief.
Inquiries from members prompted
Bishop Francis Kearns of the Eastern
Ohio Conference to mail letters to all
pastors expressing "concern for justice
for all who were involved, including
studems. parents. National Guard
members and stale officials."
THE
UNITED
Methodist
communique indicates the legal
questions arising from the Kent State
incident have not been solved, and an
appeal is under way.
Adams and others have told critics
that the church's support for equal
justice "needs mote than talking."
The 13 students were shot May 4,
1970, as guardsmen sought to break
up a campus antiwaY rally. The troops
had been dispatched to Kent during a
weekend of lawlessness following
announcement that U.S. troops had
entered Cambodia.

million and obligations totaling $43
million. However, the encumbrances
represent allocations for vocational
education building construction, under
contract for which contractors will not
have to be paid before a year or two or
even later.
LATEST FIGURES on the Vietnam
Compensation Fund, created with a
$300 million bond issue to pay Ohio
veterans bonuses of up to $500 in cash

or $1,000 in educational benefits,
show it with a balance of $66 million.
Collier said borrowing from that
source would not affect its long term
obligations, and he rejected any
possibility that would result in any
delays in bonus payments.
The chairman of the finance
committees of the legislature. Sen.
Harry Meshel (D-Youngstown) and
Rep. Myrl Shoemaker (DB oumcvillc)
both said they approved of Collier's

MEANWHILE, housing was offered
to continuing students. Dr. Eakin said
it was not until mid-August that
anyone could tell how many students
would be living on-campus for the
upcoming year.
Dr. Eakin said that after admissions
were closed for the 1975-76 academic
year there were many people on
waiting lists. It then was decided thai
the large rooms in Pounders
comfortably could accomodatc five
girls instead of four, and women's
admissions were reopened.
At the same time the University had
lo reopen admissions for men lo guard
against being charged with having an
unfair admissions policy. Dr. Eakin
said. The overcrowding conditions
then developed in men's dormitories.
"There are 9,2 three-men rooms IUW
in men's dormitories," Dr. Eakin said.
"We don'l even consider it lo be a
problem in Founders."
Dr. Eakin added that he thought u
was betiei to have a housing problem
and admit as many persons to ihe
University as possible, ralher than
close admissions to many students.
MAGEL SAID he could understand
Ihe problem but he and many others

Break-in attempted
WASHINGTON (AP) ~ A cabinet at
President Ford's campaign committee
office-containing Ihe group's cash and
financial records-was the target of a
burglary Sunday night, the Washington
Star reported yesterday.
There were marks on the cabinet

Ohio fiscal status 'bleak'
COLUMBUS (AP) - Borrowing and
some financial "gimmicks" will get
Ohio through its fiscal year ending
June 30. but the outlook for the
following year is bleak, budget and
Management Director Howard Collier
said yesterday.
Gov. James Rhodes' chief fiscal
officer gave reporters a briefing on the
state's precarious fiscal condition. He
said the key to making it through the
current year will be borrowing to
make ends meet in the low revenue
months of December and January.

direcloi of residence services. Friday
in the hope that the overcrowding
problem in dormitories could be
alleviated Rudd arranged for the
students to meet with administrators
yesterday.
Magel said he and Warren weie
concerned about conditions in
Founders Quad. Rodgers Quad and
Kohl Hall as well as Prout. He added
that he did not understand how the
University permitted so many extra
students in doiniitones.
Dr Eakin explained at the meeting
that about 5.200 applications were
accepted last yeai to insure an
incoming fieshmen class Ol about
3,200. By iptlng, when the housing
department requites a $100 deposit,
the University has an idea of how largo
the incoming class actually will be. he
said.

suggesting someone Iried to jimmy il
open, the newspaper said, but the
burglary failed.
"It looks like an absolutely
amateurish attempt to get in the
cabinet to find the cash," he said. "We
consider it an isolated incident that
probably occurred because the office
was open all weekend."
Visser told the Star there was iu
indication lhat anyone had broken
into the campaign offices.

in overcrowded rooms Ihmk it is
unfair that no considerations or
Compromises are being made for those
involved in ihe situation,
Both agreed thai having three
persons in a room adversely alfected
then giades. Dr. Eakin said that many
studies were made in the Ii60's that
indicate that there is little correlation
between grades and environment.
Di
Eakin said residents of
three-msfl rooms were given the
option o\' ntoving lo a two-man room
during ihe first week of school. He
said many students had moved but
many Others had not appeared
Interested in moving.
He noted that Magel had refused 10
move lo another dormitory, prefering
lo slay in Prout in crowded conditions
i.uliei than move elsewhere.
Magel acknowledged ibis and then
suggested sophomores be allowed to
live
off camp us
to
reduce
overcrowding
DR. EAKIN said this is against
University policy, since students are
required to live on campus for their
first two yens He aded lhat this
policy would not be changed
Magel then requested that as
compensation for living in crowded
quarters students be given a refund of
$70 per quarter.
Dr. Eakin said he did not think (his
idea was feasible, cither, and said the
University could not pay persons living
in Crowded moms who refuse to move
to oilier quarters. He added that there
are six spaces in men's housing still
open.
Magel and Warren said they thought
the
true
reason
behind
the
overcrowding is lhat the University is
trying 10 gel more money. Dr. Eakin
denied this, saying if that were the
case room and board rales would be
raised.
Magel said he did not think it was
fair foi sophomores lo be assigned to
three-man rooms because they were
not unified of the fact befqre school
started. However, freshmen students
assigned to overcrowded rooms were
informed during the summer.
Warren rioted that according to the
University Geneial Bulletin, student's
room and board rates were based on
double
occupancy.
not
triple

accomodations.
DR. EAKIN said that things written
in the bulletin are subject to change
but he would look into the mailer.
The students and administrators
agreed that it would be fair to the
students involved in the overcrowding
if they were offered first priority for
assignment within the building in
which they are now residing when
space becomes available.

plan as a "reasonable" solution.
Meshel said he had "some concern"
over the fact it wuld disturb interest
earnings of the federal revenue sharing
fund. They have been earmarked by
Ihe legislature for vocational education
construction. The senator said the
slate still needs about $11 million
statewide for its share of construction
costs with vocational educational
school districts.

HE SAID he has recommended that
the state auditor, under a state law
that permits it, approve borrowing a
total of $100 million from the state's
federal revenue sharing trust fund and
the
Vietnam
Compensation
Fund-both of which have idle funds
available.
Richard Sheridan, budget officer for
the Democrat-controlled legislature,
agreed that the Collier plan would get
the state out of its current dilemma,
but said the 1976-1977 fiscal year "is
another question."
AS OF FRIDAY, the federal fund
was listed with a balance of $65

Weather
Partly cloudy and warmer today.
High today in the mid to upper 60s.
Variable cloudiness tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight in the mid
40s. High tomorrow in the upper
60s and low 70s. Probability of rain
10 per cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

Gene Hyman, "Geno the Clown," put on a fire-eating
demonstration yesterday in the Falcon's Nest, Union. His
performance was part of "An Experience in Joy," a program
sponsored by the Union Activities Organization. (Newsphoto by
Dan Feicht and Dick Kaverman)
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eprreraaLS
credit bill with teeth
The Federal Reserve Board said last week that a new credit
discrimination law with teeth finally will go into effect Oct. 28.
Although the law lags behind on a married woman's right to
obtain a personal credit rating-this aspect not taking full effect for
nearly three years-the new ruling does attack most of the ancient
biases that women, married or not, have endured too long.
Board governor Jeffrey Bucher was careful to point out that the
law was for both men and women, but one only has to look at the
provisions to realize that this law is aimed at male creditors who have
a history of prejudice against women:
-Credit applicants will have the right to hear an explanation if
they are denied credit or loans.
-Creditors cannot use sex or marital status in determining the
total credit points, which add up to designate the most credit-worthy
people.
-Creditors cannot ask about an individual's birth control practices
or assume from a woman's age that she may have to quit her job to
have a baby.
In addition, the law will give people who are allegedly victims of
sex discrimination the right to take legal action against creditors. The
law gives a person the right to sue a creditor for actual damages and
fines up to $10,000, and class action suits can result in a maximum
of $100,000 in penalties or one per cent of the creditor's worth.
The legal action clause is a major one because it gives the victim of
sex discrimination the option to fight back. This in itself should do a
lot to fight discrimination. But the strength of the law will lie in the
severity of its interpretation and enforcement.
Now that the country has a sex discrimination law with some bite,
the President and Congress should be sure to interpret the law
strictly to ensure its effectiveness in the future.

remedy is the cause
WASHINGTON -" 'Scream!' "
shouts a headline atop a full-page ad
placed in several leading publications
by the Chase Manhattan Bank. This
unbankerly ejaculation is followed by
a text which reads in part:
"One out of six Americans could be
out of work ten years from now.
Seventeen million unemployed idle in
the streets. We're squawking and
screaming. . .Chase foresees a massive
capital shortfall by 1985. . .Go along
as we have been, and U.S. business and
industry face a capital shortfall over
the next ten years of $400 million a
day every day."
The italics are "Mr. Chase's," as is
the frantic tone and the clairvoyance
to know what we will need to spend
on new machinety a decade hence.
Nevertheless, it may be that Mr.
Chase is less worried about the future
than the present. Judging from the
recommendations it makes in its ad
copy, it smells like another effort to
change the tax laws to generate money
now.
DESPITE TALK
about
the
economy "bottoming out," the whole
structure is still under deflationary
pressure to contract. Incomes for
many businesses aren't large enough to
pay ordinary expenses plus the interest
on their huge debts.
Basically they are in the same

position as New York City, and that's
why bankers like Mr. Chase who lent
them money are concerned. So if the
money can't be had from ordinary
revenues, let's see if we can get from
the taxes. I985'll take care of itself.
Thus, among other things, Mr.
Chase is urging "more realistic
depreciation allowances," which is big
business talk for saying they want to
be allowed to deduct the cost of rew
equipment from their taxes all at once
instead ol over its useful life.
The ideal would be to pay for it
over 10 years but deduct it all in* the
first year. What with the accountants
playing around with interest rates and
the vagaries of the tax regulation, they
would get their machine pretty close
to free.
The rights and wrongs of such
loopholes aside, has this sort of tax
law helped or hurt our economy? The
case can be made that these sorts of
aids actually have contributed to
creating the very "capital shortfall"
Mr. Chase and Mr. Manhattan are
emitting inkv screams about.
LET'S take a look at one set of tax
mechanisms designed
to stimulate
capital investment. They are called
limited partnership, non-recourse loans

and leveraging, and this is the way
they work.
A group of capitalists set up a
limited partnership. Under the law
that means the partners can share all
the profits and all the lax benefits but,
if the enterprise goes broke, none of
them are personally liable for its debts.
Thus, if you pay S10 to join a limited
partnership which is going to build a
shopping center, all you can lose is a
sawbuck.
However, the partnership will use
your $10 to borrow another $90
(that's the leveraging.) This is also the
non-recourse loan which means that, if
the shopping center goes broke, the
lender can't sue you personally for his
money. (There are tax advantages for
certain lenders in this sort of
arrangement, but that's for another
time.)
The way the tax law works, even
though you have actually only put in
10 bucks and can only lose 10 bucks
at a maximum, you can depreciate
$100; that is, your 10 plus the 90
which was borrowed on the basis of
your 10.
Let's say yours isn't a greedy-guts
partnership accumulating a lot of
other possible tax deductions. Say all
you do is depreciate the shopping
center over 20 years. That means in
two years at $5 a year, you will have
been able to deduct your original $10
from your taxes off other sources of
income.
In four years you will have doubled
your money even if the limited
partnership has not made J dime in
profits, and if the shopping center goes
bust in the fifth year, who cares?

THE
LAWS
MAKING
such
manipulations possible weren't passed
by corrupt legislators at the behest of
evil lobbyists. The were passed with
the good faith intention of stimulating
the kind of capital investment Mr.
Chase advocates, but it doesn't work
out that way in practice. In practice,
investment tax incentives stimulate
investment in failure, in unprofitable
and unproductive enterprises.
Who needs a tax incentive to buy a
machine that will earn a profit? You
only need a tax incentive to get people
to invest in dogs, and our tax laws are
structured so that there is additional
incentive to invest small amounts of
money in big, debt-laden dogs which
then bite people like nice Mr. Chase
right in his bad loan department.
For the society at large, our tax
incentives have channelled billions
upon billions out of the very places
we'd like to see the money go. Still it,
may be that we will have to go along
with these incentives 'for a few more
years as a gimmick to let certain
troubled companies get some money
to pay their debts, but Mr. Chase
should realize the remedy he is
proposing is what caused the trouble
in the first place.
What we've done, sometimes quite
literally, is to offer tax incentives to
build high-rise office towers nobody
wants to rent space in. and then offer
more tax incentives to make movies of
the same towering infemoes burning
down. Enough already.
Conyright, 1975, The Washington PostKinj Features Sjrdic-.te

scapegoating: 1975 game
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SAY GOCXBfE, AMERICA — WE'RE TAKING YOU WITH US /

WASHINGTON ■- Speech writer
Robert Orben. who tries to inject
humor into President Ford's ponderous
prose, has come up with a line unlikely
to be borrowed by his boss or the
critics. "Everybody's busy fixing the
blame," says Orben, "but nobody's
fixing the trouble."
Scapegoating, as noted a long time
ago in this space, is the name of the
1975 game in Washington.
Mr. Ford has concocted a new
slogan: "The Can't-Do Congress."
Lawmakers on Capitol Hill respond
with barbs of their own: The president
is a "healthy Hoover." Or, he "can't

LeTTers
join the squad
■•(.'hect leading--J
careful
examination of the word is not
necessary in order to derive its
meaning," so says Mr. Dodosh of The
BG News. This friends, seems to be the
only worthwhile statement to come
out of the editorial on Oct. 9.
Since arriving at the Bowling
Green campus a month ago. I've heard
nothing but negative comments
concerning your publication. I was
told not to take you seiiously.no one
does, and as hard as you try to be an
educated, informative paper, the
students at Crim Elementary School
would have no trouble digesting your
brand of sensationalism.
From my own observation, I feel if
you are attempting to act as a catalyst
for student and faculty response, you
are succeeding.
Turning back to the cheerleaders,
their budget is not exclusive of only

■me BG news
EDITORIAL STAFF
aditor
mark h glovar
managing aditor
earl p. ramansky
na«*s aditor
mark n. dodoah
aast. managing aditor lorralna I. iamason
aditoral aditor
Janat I. cordaro
makaup aditor
Jamas a. skiiawski
■ports aditor
rlchard d. rats
photo aditor
damai I. latent
copy aditor
William p. taundan
BUSINESS STAFF
buiinass manafar ... laaiia a rothanbarg
advartiung managar . . . . tordon t. layia
talaa managar
laffray p. hannah
Tha BG Nawa ta oublnhad Tuaadayi
thru Friday* during tha ragular achool
yaar, and onoa a wood during tha
aummar saaaiona, undar authority of tha
Publications Commlttaa of Bonding
Oraan Stata Unlvanlty.
Opmiom
an|iiaaaad
in
aditonal
cartoon* or othar cokimni in tha Naval
do not nacaaaarity raflact tha opmiom of
the UnlnaraHy Administration, laculty or
staff or tha Stata of Ohio Opinions
sxprassad
by
columnists do
not
nscaasariry raflact tha opinions of tha
BO Nawa. Editor,.1, In tha BO New
raflact tha opinions of tha majority of
mambar* of tha BO Nasss Editorial
Board.
Editorial and Buainaas Offssas
106 Unhmity Hal
Fhoita 372-2003

the general fee, as was stated, it also
comes from donations by the Parent's
Club.
IN ADDITION to this, the
cheerleaders took time out over the
summer to give a clinic in which the
proceeds will go towards new uniforms
and equipment. The cheerleaders were
not only unpaid for their efforts, but
they used their own money to cover
traveling and housing.
How can you condemn the
cheerleaders and not the students for a
lack of response? Could it be that
Bowling Green's students are not
accustomed to a winning football
team, or is it that by putting a damper
on almost every campus activity your
newspaper has caused the decline of
student spirit? I believe it is the latter
of the two.
Just as The BG News feels they are
displaying school spirit by putting a
dark shadow on every organization
and activity, the cheerleaders feel they
are showing school spirit by acting as a
positive force in promoting activities.
More than ever, Bowling Green
needs a shot in the arm to help to
move this dull, apathetic campus into
a cohesive group. The cheerleaders are
just one force moving in the right
direction. Besides, wouldn't it be dull
if everyone in the stands were silent''
In conclusion, if you are so
interested
in
having an ugly
cheerleader represent us on the playing
field my dear Mr. Dodosh.. .Why
don't you join the squad!
Richard Velinsky
131 Crim St.

world doomed
to suspicion
This letter is in rebuttal to an earlier
one written by Douglas Keith on Oct.
9, 1975. In a quest for your "perfect
society" you confuse not only
yourself, but also readers of this
greatly improved BG News by
comparing
draft
evaders
(not
deserters) to traitors of this country.
First of all, 1 think the readers of
this newspaper should be informed of

your menial and factually impotent
statistics.
You stated and 1 quote, "9,167 and
28,000 left for Canada and fled the
draft."
By
simple
arithmetic
calculations (otherwise known as
addition) that totals to 37,167
individuals. Compare that trivial figure
with the total population of the
United States and you'll find that your
figure of 37,167 is about as
comparable as one McDonalds'
hamburger to the millions of
hamburgers sold daily. Think about it!
Furthermore, there is a more
basic and essential thrust to this
editorial. The 37,167 who fled the
draft did so knowing perfectly well
that what they did was wrong, but
who is to judge their moral integrity?
Right or wrong they made their own
personal decision knowing clearly all
the repercussions that it might entail.
To make my point short, a number
of these people made a decision that
violence (war) as a positive entity for
change is non-existant and in this
specific case, immoral. Those draft
dodgers (not to be confused with the
Los Angeles Dodgers) who have
elected to return to this country are
serving this country in what I regard as
a more beneficial manner - social
work, hospital aids and various other
service agencies.
Mr. Keith, lay off of these people
because their help is more of a positive
force for establishing and maintaining
a true sense of peace and humanness.
Mr. Keith it's high time you let
matters of such trivia flow under the
bridge and direct your priorities to
more significant problems at hand
relating to such social services as;
relevant education and its funding,
consumer guidance, penal institutions,
pollution control and a sincere feeling
of trust in other people.
If you can't trust others in our
society, what's the purpose in trusting
our societal system as a whole?
Moreover, if you don't trust the
system and believe in its people and
their right to free choice, what do you
propose? You had better give this
question ample consideration before

opening that deep abyss that nine out
of ten times emits nothing more than
helium.
Trust is a basic component of any
social system without it we are
doomed to a world of suspicion, hate,
violence and regenerative war. It's
your choice. What will it be?
Pete J. Schmitz
lOUE.WoosterSt.

generate spirit
No matter how effective the BGSU
cheerleaders are at getting the crowd
to respond to their cheers, just their
presence on the football scene seems
to generate spirit.
1 really appreciate their efforts to
stimulate what I consider to be an
abnormally dull crowd here at Bowling
Green. Many
BG "supporters,"
without a doubt, are fair weather fans,
rooting for the team when they are
playing well and cutting them down
when they are not.
When the fans are in that kind of a
mood, setting off a box of fireworks
would not stimulate them, let alone a
squad of cheerleaders. This is evident
to me after having been in the Falcon
Marching Band for three years. In
previous years when BG would score,
the band would turn toward the stands
to play the fight song, but since no
one seemed to care, the band now
faces the field to play it.
Our cheerleaders are an integral part
of the scene at Perry Stadium on the
afternoons of home games. They
deserve praise for putting up with the
lackadaisical
attitudes
of
the
spectators rather than being labeled
out-of-date. And tell me it is not
refreshing to take a gander at those
pretty girls once in a while instead of a
big, bruising football player.
And one more thing, as long as
people keep using tomatoes for eating,
national production of tomatoes will
be healthy. But I would not blame the
cheerleaders if they had the urge to
throw a few at you, Mr. Dodosh.
Cliff Foss
302 Prout

J.F. lerHorit
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say yes and chew gum at the same
time."
The penchant for blame-fixing,is
not without cause. The .impasse
between the Republican president and
the Democratic Congress springs from
a myriad of unresolved problems recession, inflation, energy policy,
federal spending, to name but four.
ONLY IN THE area of foreign
policy, and then only after a struggle.
has this president and this Congress
been able to reach any measurable
agreement.
Now we have a new nominee for
scapegoating - the proposal by Mr.
Ford that federal taxes be cut by $28
billion in exchange for congressional
agreement to reduce spending by the
same amount.
The Hill says this is preposterous,
that it can't be done without hurting
the economy and aggravating social
needs. The president, in rebuttal,
comes close to accusing Congress of
lying.
There's no denying, it seems to me.
that Mr. Ford has got himself a dandy
political issue even if a lot of the
economists predict that a tax cut of
that magnitude would worsen the
country's deficit problem if it took
effect before a spending reduction.
And even if the tax cut and spending
cut occur simultaneously, they say.
there would be no economic stimulus
at all.
Even budget-conscious Democrats
wonder about the $395 billion
spending ceiling that the president
wants Congress to enact in exchange
for the tax reductions. What's so magic
about that figure?
THROWING IT OUT now does an
injustice to the budget-making process
that Congress for the first time is
seriously
undertaking.
So
the
arguments rage.
But it may be wise to resist the
temptation to dismiss the Ford
proposition as cheap politics. True, it
was conceived in politics, and that's
not an immaculate process. But the
president
and
his
advisers,
purposefully or not, have shaped a
national
debate
over
political
philosophy for the 1976 presidential
campaign that is overdue in America.
The proposition, simply stated, is
whether government can continue to
spend itself ever deeper into debt
without risking financial disaster for
the country. Is it time to curb
spending and, if so, where?
Aye, there's the rub. Everyone agrees
in principle with the idea of
government living within its means but
few politicians have dared to suggest
how to do it. In fairness to Mr. Ford, at least it
can be said that he has been bold

enough to try, even if one thinks he
wants to cut in all the wrong places.
MOREOVER, CONGRESS should
not be allowed to get away with the
charge that the president is asking for
a $28 billion slash in this year's
existing programs. He is proposing that
the lawmakers prevent fiscal 1977
spending from increasing by $53
billion over this fiscal year.
With current
budget outlays
approaching $370 billion, he has
requested Congress to limit next yiar's
growth to a ceiling of $395 billon.
Even doing that, the White House
estimates that next year's spending
will put the government in the red by
another $40 to $44 billion.
Indeed, some could argue that Mr.
Ford isn't pitching hard enough if the
deficit is still going to be that big.
What so many old-line Democrats
seem unable to comprehend is that it
may not be Mr. Ford who is out of
step, but themselves.
Look around the country at some
of the new Democrats in office. In
California, budget-squeezing Governor
Edmund (Jerry) Brown, Jr., says
government lacks the ability to solve
all social problems.
NEW YORK'S Governor Hugh
Carey preaches fiscal economy to the
state legislature.
Massachusetts' Governor Michael
Dukakis tells the South Middlesex
Chamber of Commerce. "I didn't
expect that the most common word
out of my mouth for my first seven
months in office would be no."
Even Senator Edmund Muskie has
come around to challenging the
standard Democratic election line that
a billion a day keeps the Republicans
away. As chairman of the new Senate
Budget Committee. Muskie recently 11
warned fellow Democrats that the
time has come to cut back on federal
growth.
So nay-saying apparently is coming
into vogue among Democrats as well as
in the White House.
Depending on how specific both
sides become about their nays, voters
in 1976 may be able to decide whether /
they are trying to fix the trouble or
are stilt just fixing the blame.
Copyright, 1975, Universal
Syndicate/Detroit News

Press

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit 1
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Call.
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3|Oufpuf continues upward trend
Food stamps
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford's plan to
change the federal food stamp program will concentrate
benefits to the nation's neediest families and reduce
costs to taxpayers by at least $1 billion, White House
sources say.
Ford's proposals will be presented to Congress today
by Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz.
The 11 -year-old food-stamp program in August was
serving an estimated 18.8 million persons at an annual
cost to the federal government of S5.2 billion.

Spanking rule
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court ruled
yesterday that public school teachers may spank pupils,
even if their parents object, but must ordinarily try some
other means of punishment first.
It also agreed to hear arguments on the power of cities
to restrict the location of pornographic theaters and
book stores.
In the corporal punishment case, the court affirmed
without comment a decision of a three-judge federal
court in North Carolina upholding the spanking of a
sixth-grade pupil in a Gibsonvillc. N.C.. school.

WASHINGTON
(AP) - The government said
yesterday that the volume
of total economic output
jumped by the biggest
margin in 20 years during
the last three months. It
prompted
officials
to
declare
that
economic
recovery is proceeding on a
solid foundation.
But officials said that the
spurt in the growth rate, a
common
recovery
characteristic triggered by
fluctuations in business
inventories.
cannot
be
expected to continue.
"While the economy is
not likely to continue to
grow at such an unusually
rapid pace, prospects are
excellent
for continued
strong growth in jobs,
incomes, and profits, as well
as for continued moderation
in the rate of inflation."

said Commerce Secretary
Rogers Morton.
THE
COMMERCE
Department reported that
the Gross National Product
(GNP). the total output of
goods and services in the
economy, rose in volume
for the three months ended
in September by an annual
rate of 11.2 per cent.
That followed growth at
an annual rate of 1.9 per
cent in the previous quartet
and was the sharpest
increase since the 12.4 per
cent jump at an annual rate
in the first three months of
1955.
The growth still left the
volume of output 4.9 per
cent behind where it was
before the recession set in.
The value of GNP was at an
annual rate of $1,497.8
billion for the quarter.

Franco taken ill

Beirut fighting
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Christian-Moslem warfare
spread through Beirut again yesterday after a night of
heavy rocket, mortar and machine-gun exchanges in
several districts.
"1 cannot tell you anything good." said the
government radio, "all approaches and roads inside the
city ate unsafe."
Jeeps
with
loudspeakers
toured
Moslem
neighborhoods under fire urging residents of high-rise
apartmeni buildings to take shelter in their basements.
Associated Press correspondent Farouk Nassar.
trapped in one combat tone, reported that the local
muezzin interrupted his morning call to prayers to tell
Moslems who did not have basements to come to his
mosque.

MADRID.
Spain
(AP) - Gen.
Francisco
Franco. Spain's 82-year-old
leader, was sidelined by
illness yesterday and forced
10 cancel appointments.
A spokesman at Franco's
El Pardo Palace outside
Madrid said the chief of
slate
was
recovering
normally but slowly from a
mild attack of flu and could
not hold his regulai Tuesday
audience
for
military
officers.
Other sources reported
that
doctors
detected

arrhythmia-fluctuation of
the heart beat after Franco
became ill three days ago
while presiding over a
cabinet meeting on the
Moroccan question.
The informants insisted
doctors discounted the
seriousness of the heart beat
change and blamed it on a
mild fever accompanying
Franco's flu attack.
Government
sources
denied rumors Franco had
suffered a more serious
heart ailment. His health has
been described as good for a
man of his age.

The GNP figures provide
the broadest measure of the
economy's
performance,
nvluding production and
inflation. The inflation
indicators were mixed. The
traditional measure, the
implicit price deflator used
to discount the dollar value
of GNP for inflation, was
off for the third consecutive
quarter to an annual rate of
increase of 5 per cent. The
rate had been 5.1 per cent
the previous quarter.
The deflator covers prices
for a broad range of
transactions
in
the
ecomomy. including prices
paid by manufacturers and
salaries paid for the services
of government workers.
THE PRIVATE chain
price index, which factors
out government payrolls,
showed inflation in the
same period advanced at an
annual rate of 7.7 per cent,
up from 5.3 per cent the
previous quarter but below
the 8 pet cent advance in
the first three months of the
year.
James
Pate.
the
Commerce
Department's
top economist, said the
figures
indicated
that

inflation is strongest in the
private sector of the
economy, where business is
apparently trying to take
advantage of stepped-up
demand to recapture the

profits lost
recession.

during

But he said he expects
inflation to modciate to a
five per cent or six per cent

The N.ivv Nurse Corps is where it's
happening You'll find professional
challenges every day as you gain valuable
experience in general nursing practice
Discover the broadened professional scope
of a Nurse Practitioner Participate m
programs in Obstetncs/Gynecology
Pedialnc Nursing or your own specially
Perhaps even work toward your Master's
degree if you are qualified
Subject to the needs of the Navy you II
practice in different places and earn 30
days of paid vacation yearly And you'll
enioy all the prestige and privileges of a
Naval officer It's an exciting life-style unlike
anything you've known before and it can
be yours as a Navy nurse
For more information talk lo your
local Navy Medical Recruiter

Be Someone Special in the Navy.
NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TE AP"

NEW YORK (AP) - Gov. Hugh Carey and
the state board which has taken control of
New York City's finances met yesterday to
give final approval to a drastic new budget
slash expected to cost thousands of city
employes their jobs.
The purpose of the new cuts, ordered by
the state legislature to be adopted by
midnight yesterday, is not only to save
money but to demonstrate New York's
willingness to make sacrifices lo achieve
fiscal soundness.
Trying to make this case. Mayor Abraham
Beanie told Congress that the city has
already eliminated .'1.000 jobs since Jan. I,
bringing its work force down to 263,311.

said. Beam* also told a House economic
stabilization subcommittee hearing in
Washington that default by New York,
which he said was inevitable without some
form of federal help, would leave hundreds
of millions of dollars worth of bills unpaid
across the country.
As pan of a campaign by state and city
official!, .IN well as by its top bankers, to
convince America that the city's peril is a
nationwide danger, the mayor has made two
congressional and a network television
appearance during the past three days.
"WHAT IS happening to New York City,
is, and will he. repeated across the country,"
Beanie said.
James
Buckley.
the
state's
Conservative-Republican senator, said he
would Introduce legislation providing for a
federal subsidy lo restore cuts in police and
lire protection forced by the city's cash
crisis.
Buckley has previously opposed direct
federal aid for the city but has sponsored a
bill thai would insure bond and note holders
against loss by default.

STATE CONTROLLER Arthur Levitt
said it was up to Beanie, not the board, to
determine the exact number of jobs lo b c
eliminated.
"The Control Board's duly is to sec tlut
the city arrives at a balance that eliminates
the city's deficit in a tree-year period." he
said.
"A great deal more needs to be done and
Beanie must submit more details." Levitt

PREWASHED
Jumpers are fashion's newest

Front bib pocket with square
pockets on the A-line skirt.
If you've always loved them this is
a very good year.
Miss H.I.S. in indigo.
Slzat 8 to 16

$18

LASALLE*S

CORDUROY
Wide wale, narrow wale any wale,
cotton corduroy is
always popular for warmth and

Interpret Pliza III
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park, Ohio 4414?

good looks. Jean cut style
with moon pockets. Pre-washed

PHONE: (216) 522-4830
Call Collect

means you buy the size you
wear.. Stand up, sit
down they fit and fit. Blue
in sizes 8 to 18

WSLIAI.S

be yourself
toniejht from

$18

LASALLE*S

5-9p.«n. duriryj

oorWed-n.^
Spaghetti
Special..

1001 S. MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN
PHONE 352-7571

ftiffrttii

AND DENIMS!
The most basic part of your
casual wardrobe is a pair
of cotton denim jeans.
Prewashed so they keep your
size perfectly. Brushed for a soft

Sorry

ncdel.yery
c-n this
special.

rate over-all by the end of
1976. And he said he sees
no sign at this point that
inflation or any other factor
might trigger a relapse in the
recovery.

NYC cut proposed

look for fall. Pre-washed cotton denim

Discover a new life

the

touch. Moon pocket detail.
Favorite indigo blue.
Sizes 8 to 18

LASALLE*S

$16
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Placement sign-ups scheduled Sessions scheduled
Sign-up will be Thursday from 4-5
p.m. for school schedules and Fiiday
from 3-4 p.m. for non-school
schedules
(including
business.
. government, agencies and graduate
' schools) in the Forum. Student
Services Bldg
A standard placement data sheet
must be turned in for each
organization
with
which
the
interviewee is signing up.
BUSINESS

Rikes Department Store - See

above.
Arthur Young and Company
(citizenship
required)
Staff
accountant: B/M accounting.
Delco-Remy (division of General
Motors . .citizenship or permanent
residence visa required) - December
grads
only.
Manufacturing
supervisor: B/business admin., prod,
management, liberal arts.

| NOV.3

NOV. S

Peal
Marwick
and
Mitchell
. (citizenship
requited)
Staff
accountant: B/M accounting or MBA
with accounting undergraduate.

Moore Business Forms (citizenship
or permanent residence visa required)
•- December and March grads only.
Field sales representative: B/any
major.

Rikes
Department
Store
(citizenship requited) -- Assistjtii
buyer: B/M business adm.. retailing.
NOV.4

Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation
(citizenship required) -• December
and
March
grads
preferred.
Pharmaceutical sales representative:

B/business,
arts.

education and liberal

division sales representative: B/M any
major.
Life
division
tales
representative: B/M any major.

Universal Guaranty Life Insurance
General
Tire
and
Rubber
(citizenship required) - Sales-Sales
Company -- Cancelled.
management: B/all majors.
Nationwide Insurance Company -Cancelled.
NOV. 6
Union Carbide - Accountant: B
National City Bank (citizenship
required)
Management and M/accounting, finance, business
development program (commercial with strong accounting background.
banking, retail, bank opcr.. and
Westfield Companies (citizenship
E.D.P. systems and programing): B
required)
Underwriter
field
and M/busmcss. comp. science.
Republic
Steel
(citizenship representative: B/any major.
requited) -- Production management
trainee: B/mdustrial tech.. prod, GRADUATE SCHOOL
management. Programmer trainee:
B/compuler science, information NOV. 5
systems.
Accounting
trainee:
B/accounting.
American
Grad.
School
of
International Management - Will
NOV.7
interview any student interested in
pursuing
graduate
work
in
Aetna Life and Casualty
(iioup international management.

Program offers shortened degree
Freshmen Interested in
graduating
from
the
University in less than the
conventional lour years can
take advantage of the
Time-Flexible
Degree
Program administered by
the University Division of
General Studies,
Through this piogram

HOW DOES
'57.50*
SOUND?
u
<r
v.v>
<r
-.■.-

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat h air
Laundry tac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

candidates can gain junior
status alter freshman year if
their
work
has
d c mo n s 11 a t e d
hi gh
achievement
and
competence.
According
to
Susan
Conover.
University
Division stall associate for
student
development,
students
who
indicate
interest in the program
assemble
a
portfolio
throughout thcii freshman
year.
Tliis portfolio include!
sauces • of course work such
as papers and projects which
"reflect
the skills and
competencies"
of
ihe

student, she said.

For Information. Call
352*2*3 or 353 »37i

Hampton House

AT THE END of spring
quartc the portfolio is
reviewed along with the
student's giades. Conover
said a 3.0 grade point
average is generally used as
the guideline lor eligibility.
Counselors
in
the
University
Division also
recommend that candidates

take
three
one-hour
undergraduate
record
examinations covering Ihe
social
sciences, physical
sciences and humanities
areas.
These multiple choice
tesls. which are similar to
American College Testing
(ACT)
tests,
also are
considered when evaluating
a student's capabilities
If the candidate is eligible
for
acceleration.
the
University Division sends
Ihe
portfolio
to
the
student's
college
recommending that he be
granted the number ol
hours needed lo achieve
|unloi status.
The hours gianled arc
applied to different subject
areas
depending
upon
recommendations made by
the
University
Division

lounwroi end the college1.
These hours usually covet
general education, or group

requirements.
THE FLEXIBLE Degree

The Naval Aviator
flies the plane.
The Naval Flight Officer
calls the shots.

Program is not the only
method
of
accelerated
academic pi ogress, however.
Oilier alternatives include
College level Examination
Program
(CLBP)
tests,
department accreditation by
examination,
independent
study
and experimental
studies.

Conover said freshmen
must indicate their interest
in the program to Ihe
University Division Office
by

Nov.

I.

The

initial

indication, she added, does

not bind a student to the
program.
There will be a meeting at
7:30 tonight in the Ohio
Suite, Union, for those who
have questions
or arc
intercsled in Ihe program.

on rape resistance
By Joan Tharp
What can a woman do if she is about to
be raped?
The traditional answer is to do nothing,
close your eyes and submit-then go home.
take s shower snd try to forget.
But there sre altemstives-a woman can
Tight back and not be killed in the process,
and beginning tomorrow through Nov. 19,
women can find out how to resist rape. A
course in rape resistance is being offered by
the Office of Continuing Education in
cooperation with Student Activities.

Course instructors will present five
different sessions on rape. The series lakes
place every Wednesday from7:30-9:30 p.m.
TOMORROWS session will deal with the
psychology of rape, the rape victim, the
rapist and rape resistance.
Dr. Janet Hyde, assistant professor of
pyschology who teaches a psychology of
women course at the University and Is the
author of a textbook on the psychology of
women, will preside at that meeting.
The second session will give instructions
In self-defense methods and in how a woman
can use potential weapons on her person or
in her purse.
Mary Anne Nicholson, who holds and
American Karate Association black belt in

karate, will deal with the self-defense aspect.
Nicholson also has been an instructor in
continuing education's karate program for
the past two years.
THE NOV. 5 session will be a practice in
self-defense methods which can help
"change the natural non-aggressive stance of
women," according to Annette Johnson,
director of Continuing Education.
The Nov. 12 class will discuss the legal
aspects
of
rape-preserving
evidence,
establishing a case, rights of the victim and
the woman's right to defend herself.
Julia Casey, an attorney with Kaplan,
Kaplan and Lehman, will conduct this
session. Casey is on the board of directors
for Advocates foi Basic Legal Equality
(ABLE). She also has taught a course in sex
discrimination at the University of Toledo
Law School.
The final session. Nov. 19, will deal with
what assistance is available to rape victims.
The Stop Rape Alliance and members of
the National Organization for Women
(NOW) also will participate in the course.
Registration deadline is S p.m. today.
There is an $8.00 fee for the course, but
full-time University students will only be
charged $4.00. For more information and
for registration, contact ihe Office of
Continuing Education S04 Administration
Bldg. or call 372-2416.

Justice Department attacks graft
WASHINGTON (AP)
Justice Department officials
lie preparing a major attack
on government corruption
and lucrative national and
International fraud schemes,
says the department's chief
criminal prosecutor.
Assistant
Ally.
Gen.
Rich.ud Thornhurgh said
the criminal division will
lure more lawyers and
devote
more attention to
investigating
and
p i oscciiting
coriuption,
organized
crime
and
white-collii ciiine.
Bui the effort could be
hampered it the Internal
Revenue Service gets out of
Cl imiii.il
investigations,
Thotnbuigh said in an

IRS
COMMISSIONER
Donald
Alexander
has
suggested the IRS should
confine
its
work
to
collecting taxes and leave
criminal investigations to
the Justice Department and
other agencies. Thornburgh
siad Justice Department and
Treasury
Department
officials
still
hope
to
negotiate a solution, but if
they fail, the dispute could
go to the While House.
A Justice Department
committee appointed by
Attorney General Edwtrd
Lev!
will
complete
recommendations for an
assault on white-collar crime
and corruption early next
year, Thornburgh said.

division about four months
ago after six years as the
U.S. attorney in Pittsburgh,
said the department has
"turned the corner" toward
aggressive investigations of
campaign finances.
On fraud, Thornburgh
said
his
prosecutors
wdl focus on "the massive

ftaud case whidi sometimes
- I've got to be frank - goes
un prosecuted
simply
because it is so big and so
complicated and ... so
difficult to unravel that you
don't ever really get to the
bottom of it."
He cited no specific
examples of cases which
have escaped prosecution.

Grain, oil deals finalized
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States
has agreed to sell the Soviet Union al least
30 million metric tons of wheat and com
over five years, U.S. officials said today. The
Soviets, meanwhile, promised to let this
country purchase some of its oil.

interview,
THE
WATERGATE
"The beat way to put us
out
of the business of Special Proscution force, in
its final report last week,
dealing with white-collar
criticized the department
fraud, official corruption
for
failing
to
enforce
and organized crime is lo
den) us access . . to IRS campaign finance laws for
agents and then files," he decades. Thornburgh, who
took over the criminal
claimed.

but said he will be looking
for
' ' m u I t i s t a te .
international fraud schemes,
securities
fraud
of
substantial
proportions,
channeling corporate funds
into improper enterprises
either
politically
or
commercially,"
and
improprieties
in
union
pension funds.

The parallel deals were completed in
Moscow by Undersecretary of State Charles
Robinson. They stabilize Russian purchases
from the United States.
Congressional sources said White House
announcement of the deals, expected later in
the day, was delayed in order to have a
minimal impact on markets.
IN ADDITION to six million tons a year,
officials said, the Soviets will have an option
lo
buy,
without
further
government-to-government
consultation,
another two million metric tons of wheat
and corn each year as long as U.S. grain

supplies do not dip below 225 million metric1
tons.
. |
If they do. the United States reserves the
right to reduce sales to the Soviet Union
below six million metric tons.
The gram sales would begin next October.
It was not immediately clear when the oil
purchases would start or how much oil they
would involve. A very small portion of the
5.8 million barrels a day in U.S. oil imports
already comes from the Soviet Union.
Officials said the Soviets would buy the
wheat and corn at prevailing U.S. market
prices from private traders and "endeavor to
space the purchases and shipments through
each of the five years."
According to U.S. estimates, Ihe grain
deal is worth $1 billion in foreign exchange
earnings a year. Barley, sorghum, oats. rye.
soybeans and rice are not covered by the
deal and can be sold to the Soviet Union
without advance notice.

GESTETNER
CORPORATION
in cooperation with

rising Ht one of ihc grealeal challenges .i man can face
But gelling a N.IW |ct or multi-engine prop into ihc .or
jnd doun again is onU part of the |ob
Rial's where the Naval I hghi Office! comes in He's
the man un ihc icon who takes ovei when ihc plane >•> airborne .ind it's nine in see the mission through 10 its ultimate success

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY

\s .i N.is.ii I liehi oihcer. MHI'II operate radar, navigation equipment, and the most advanced electronic systems
in the sk\

I he tools you'll work *uii are some of the most sophis
licuted evei developed **nd most ol ihcm arc classified

Kindly Invitles You to a Private Showing
on Now Office Printing

It's ,i demanding job I he qualifications .ire high And
ihc training is tough You've got lo be a college nun to
even be considered
Bui it you're the kind olni.ui who can lake a challenge
like this in stride, you'll win more than just ,i Naval Flighl
Officer's wings of gold
You'll uin a position ol respect and responsibilil) in the
greatest Naval air lorcc in the world
lor complete details, call us anytime, toll-tree, at
800-841 -KUDU, lust ask lor the Nai.il \vialion desk.
Or stop in and see sour local N.i\ \ recruilci
Navy Officer Information Team
Interport Plaza III
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park. Ohio 4414:
Ph. (216) 522-4830
Call collect

Fly

,*.■*£-

Senior LHcture
appcMment.M

HcWbcut >€U?

SEE WHAT GESTETNER
CAN DO TO PAPER
DATE:

Wednesday, October 2 2, 1975

TIME:

1 OtOO a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

LOCATION:

The New Horixon Suit*'
Education Building
Main Campus
Bowling Oroon Stato Univorsity
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local briefs

Oktoberfest
set for Nov. 1

Poetry contest
A poetry contest sponsored by the World of Poetry, a
monthly newsletter for poets, is offerings $1,500 grand
prize.
Poems of all styles and subjects are eligible to
compete for the grand prize, the $500 second prize or
for the 49 other cash or merchandise awards.
Rules and official entry forms are available by writing
to World of Poetry. 801 Portola Dr., Dept. 221. San
Francisco, Ca. 94127. Contest deadline is November 30.

Washington
University students can study specialized politically
oriented curricular packages in Washington D.C. winter
and spring quarters through a cooperative program with
American University.
The program allows sophomores, juniors and seniors
to live at American University while receiving academiccredit toward a degree here.
The subject areas offered include foreign policy,
urban
studies,
economic
policy,
international
development. American studies and the political process.
The semester runs Jan. I5-May 8 and roughly equals
two quarters here. Student applicants must have a grade
point average of 2.5 or better. Applications can be
obtained from Dr. Richard Giardina, 26 Shatzel Hall.
372-0202. All applications are due
Friday.

Cancer panel
"Women Aware," a seminar on breast cancer, is set
for 7:30-9:30 p.m. Wednesday in the First Christian
Church. 875 Haskins Road. It is sponsored by the
Mid-American National Bank and Trust Co. and the
American Cancer Society of Wood County.
A panel of this area's foremost medical authorities on
breast cancer and cancer treatment wdl be available to
answer questions from those in attendance.

Christmas cards
The Mothers' Club of Woodlane School is selling
Christmas cards designed by retarded children and adults
in a contest that was sponsored by the National
Association of Retarded Citizens.
The cards can be ordered by calling Mrs. Faye Lam at
352-7143 or Mrs. Tom Bennet at 352-3877.
The Woodlane Mothers' Club will receive 35 per cent
of the proceeds, and the National Association of
Retarded Citizens will receive 15 pet cent. Nov. 6 is the
last day to order the cards.

Police report
i

William Hughes, freshman (A4S>. reported fits watch
was taken from his golf bag at the University Golf'
Course Friday. Estimated value is $350.
Christie Prenslow. freshman (A&S), reported $15 in
change missing from the medicine cabinet of her room in
Compton Hall.

EVERY
TUES.-WED.
SPECIAl
I FIT • OP 4
* ftfOF.J

Wheelin

Sirih Wenzel, sophomore (B.A.), used her wagon to transport some office supplies
around campus. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

Congress to debate tax cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - After a
week's recess. Congress returned to
work yesterday to tackle the problem
of natural gas shortages and the
question of whether there should be
another tax cut next year.
The legislative load facirg the
lawmakers is so heavy and includes so
many controversies that congressional
leaders say the 1975 session will run to
Christmas and perhaps even New
Years

Besides major tax and energy issues.
Congress
must
deal
with such
questions as Middle East aid. defense
spending and help for New York City.
A
Senate-House
conference
committee goes back to work on an
energy bill that contains a wide array
of provisions ranging from petroleum
pricing
to
mandatory
auto-fuel
economy standards.
On natural gas. Democrats arc

pushing foi a temporary bill 10 allow
gas-short pipelines to buy enough
supplies to get through the winter at
prices well above what they normally
pay for interstate shipments.
Republicans and President Fotd
want to add provisions removing all
federal controls gradually from natural
gas. The Senate is scheduled to take a
final vote on the legislation by noon
Friday.

If you are walking past
the Union on Nov. I and
smell beer and sauerkraut
and hear polka music, don't
mistake Bowling Green foi
Old
Bavaria.
It's
the
Oktoberfest.
This year's Oktobsrfetl is
the third at the University
and is sponsored by the
College of Musical Artl lo
raise money for music
scholarships. All activities
will lake place In the Grand
Ballroom
The featured attraction
will
be
the
Bavarian
SchuhplauliTs. who will
perform traditional folk
dancai rhej have travailed
extensively In the United
States md Canada
SOPRANO
VIRGINIA
Starr, associate professoi of
performance studies
will
sing "Vienna. City of M>
Dreams." accompanied by
the University Symphony
Orchestra undei the direction
of Einil Raab. professoi ol
performance studies,
Pianist
David
Pope,
assistant dean of the Cottage
of Musical Arts, will play
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue" with the orchestra A

student vocal ensemble will
present
Brahms'
Lacbcslieder waltzes with
Elizabeth Cobb and Walter
Baker, associate professors
of performance studies, on
piano.
Faculty
and
student
bands will perform, and the
Men's Chorus will sing
under (he direction of
Richard Mathey. assistant
professor
of
music
education. There also will
be a singalong with the

orchestra.
Those
who
have
traditional
German
costumes ate encouraged to
weai them to add to the
atmosphere, but they are
HOI requited. Doors will
open lot the Oktoberfest at
5:30 p.m. and the two
performances will be at
t< 30 and 9 p.m.
Tickets ate available at
the College of Musical Arts
office, 123 Musical Arts
Bldg.. the German and
Russian department office,
I39
Shatzel Hall, Niki'j
Bootery I(>I6 E. Wooster
and at the door. Donation is
$J for adults. $1.25 for
Student! and $1 for children
uudci I 2.

Barbershop opera set for spring
The world's first opera
set to barbershop music,
"Frothering Slosh." will
premier next May at the
Toledo
Masonic
Auditorium. Dr. Wallace
DePue. University professor
of music composition and
history, has undertaken the
project.
The
opera
will
be
performed
by
the
University's Men's Chorus
and the Maumee Valley
Chaptef of the Society for
trie
Presefvarroh'
and
Encouragement
of
Barbershop Quartet Singing
in America (SPEBQSA).
The opera's plot evolves
around the turnof-the<entury boxing match inwhich

John
Sullivan lost his
heavyweight title to James
Corbett. According to the
opera,
Corbett
drinks
Frothering Slosh, which
enables him to perform
special feats.
Dr.
DePue
said
he
considers barbershop music
to be the "truest kind of
American music, even truer
than jazz." He has applied
for a grant to finance the
production from the Ohio
Bicentennial
Commission.
Dr. ' DePue
became
interested in barbershop
singing through Richard
Mathey.
a
University
assistant
professor
of
performance studies and
director of the Maumee

"33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

Valley
chapter
of
SPEBSQSA
and
the
University's Men's Chorus.
Dr.
DePue attended a
week-long
barbershop
college this summer in
Missouri
with
500
patticipants from atound
the wotld.
Barbershop music is a
demanding art form because
"the natutc of the medium
demands an
excessively
broad range in the voice,"
Dr DePue said.
His interest in barbershop
music has begun what the

profetsot said arc the first
courses at an American
university in barbershop
singing and arranging.

ADD & TYPE SHOP
TYPEWRITER & ADDING MACHINE
CLEANING

$

RESEARCH

12.50

includes ribbon

Thousands of Topics
SwiaJ l«r vMr up-todeia i«o
pet" ."•« ordtr awn, Endow
11.00 <e C*M> postage geid
nenaSiftf..
MBIAftCH ASSISTANCf. INC.
11 i77 IDAHO AVI . a* JOS
LOSAHOILES.CAt.lf SOOTS
121)1 * '' •« U

Toledo

Bowling Green
1 66 N. Main St.
port
35 2-3 309
Clinton

Owf SBJSSJSl M-tH •<* told lor
'■—il» tSSSSSSI On'v

c!^/.

HOMECOMING
CONCERT
UAO PRESENTS

Loggins & Messina
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
8PM
ANDERSON ARENA

Over S33.SOO.OOO unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
lellowships tanging from S50 to S10.000 Current list ot
these sources researched and compiled as ot Sept 15. 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave , Los Angeles. CA 900?5

Old Fashion Priced
at Rudy's Today! !

3 CM00

««t 40' M.
With Rudy's special sauce, mustard,
ornoni SAVE1

RUDY'S HOT DOG

5505
SUMMIT

mS.MAIN

MWUNG GREEN

MeSYlVANIA
AVENIK

The Navy Officer Team
hat fomefhing
of interest for you.
They are your Officer Opportunities Teem.
and they have something of Interest for you
that could change your whole life—for the
better. They have details on special Navy
scholarships and officer-training programs, any
one of which could be just what you're looking
for. Not just for now, but for your future, too.
Be sure to make a note of the time and place
and find out what they have to say.

0«»: Oct. 21-23
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Place:

I am enclosing S9 95 plus $ 1 00 tor postage and handling

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name
Address
Crt/_
(California midenn

P**M*

.State.
add 6% Mies tea.

_Z,p.

Tickets $4.50/5.50/6.50 On sale at B.G. Ticket
Office - B.G. Students SI off with identification.

GRADUATE

TACO'S
and

TEQUILA
WED. NITE
8 p.m.

IN LESS THAN 4 YEARS?

CHOICE OF TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE
'6.50 RESERVED, '5.50 GENERAL
AVAILABLE AT BG UNION A FINDERS

Tomorrow Night!

YES, IT'S POSSIBLE

All the

TO FIND OUT HOW

Pizza and
Salad vou

ALL INTERESTED FRESHMEN
COME TO THE TIME-FLEXIBLE
DEGREE PROGRAM
INTEREST MEETING
TUES. OCT. 21

si

Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

Children
under 6

c^

7:30 P.M.

Math-Science Bldg.

Be Someone Special in the Navy.

FUNNN
NNNEEE
IN CONCERT III
NOV 9 at 8:30 p.m.
B.Q.'e ANDERSON ARENA

HOWARD'S

OHIO SUITE
OF THE UNIVERSITY UNION
OFFERED BY THE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF GENERAL STUDIES

EAST WOOSTER STREET
(Across front the lonthjll iladiuml

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS
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Karate class attracts variety of people
quickly lo hit those openings.
"We have never had any injuries."
Nicholson said. "The little ones are
not afraid of larger opponents, and the
stronger contestants don't hold back.
You only hurt the person you spar
with when you hold back, and you
also hurt yourself."

By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Robert
Nicholson
smiled and
welcomed us eagerly. "I'm glad you
cimt We're one of the largest
organizations on campus, and it seems
the college doesn't know that we
exist."
The second-degree black belt was
talking about his continuing education
classes in karate. The class is
sanctioned by the American Karale
Association lAKAl and the Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU).
While the advanced class ol aboul
40 students warmed up by performing
basic exercises. Nicholson explained
the ideas behind the program.

During class each student learns
different techniques, according to his
rank. A karate progress log lists
requirements for each rank which
must be signed by the instructor .
before ihe student can be reviewed by
the Black Belt Board for advancement.
Since classes started two years ago.
4S0
students have enrolled, with
current enrollment of 100. Nicholson
attributed the growing interest in
karate lo movies like 'Billy Jack.' to an
increasing crime rate and the need for
defense skills, and to interest in a new
sport.

'THERE
ARE
ihree classes:
advanced, intermediate, and beginning.
Someday we hope we'll be accredited
(so that students will cam college
Credit for the class). Kighl now we're a
continuing education class, more like a
club. It costs S30 a quarter, which ail
goes to the college, and uniforms arc
an additional $15.
"Karate is a very Uriel discipline."
be continued. "As I say. n's :i
discipline, hut not a dictatorship."
Following the Oriental structure,
Nicholson said he is 'leading the
students down a path they don't
understand, and they have lo tmsl me
until they do understand "
Students wear different colored
belts depending on then lank, or
degree of skill The daikcr the color,
the higher the rank, beginning with
white and leading to the black hell.
"This is one of the lew arls where
no one pals you on ihc back The only
rewards you gel arc willun yourself,"
he explained.

"I'm real proud ot these people. As
j group rlu'v'vc won over 55 awards in
competition In loss than IWO years. We
wenl 10 llie Misl AAU national
championships, and as ,i team, seven ol
III front Bowling Green placed, the
lugesi group in the United Stales."
LOOKING AROUND ihe room, n
was obvious Ihal karale appeals to
different kinds of people. There were
many women in the group, I few
adults, man) Unlveraity students and
several students ol high school age or
younger.
Nicholson said. "A lol ol* karale

Jeff Tuthill. a green belt and national AAU champion for the
14-17-year-old bracket, begins his kata (top). Cindy McEwen.a
brown belt, exhibits intense concentration and speed, two basic
skills of karate (above and above left) Denny Ehren, a graduate
student in biology, deliver, a devastating kick to his opponent.
Roy Miller, in sparring (above right). Barry McGinnis, a 13year-old brown belt, performs basics which begin each class
session (right).

styles discriminate against women,
who say they can't use certain
techniques because of it (their sex.)

He had students of different ranks
demonstrate their knowledge throuh
solo routines called katas.

focus
There is no discrimination here. These
women arc known all over Ohio for
their
fighting
skills-lhey'rc
real
hellions!"

These are sequences performed with
precise, clean movements against
imaginary enemies. As students of
progressively higher ranks performed,

the level of discipline and control
became more refined.
Then students volunteered for
free-style sparring. Similar to boxing,
the exercise incorporates karate skills
in
one-on-one
competition.
Contestants are prohibited from
hitting Ihe face or making heavy
contact. They are protected by
mouthpieces.
NICHOLSON
TEAMED
man
against woman, yellow belt against
purple bell, an 80-pound 10-year-old
againsl a 220-pound man. Contestants
concentrated intensely, trying lo find
openings or weaknesses in their
opponent's defenses and reacting

STUDENTS
ACQUIRE
self
confidence and a precise knowledge of
their bodies and capabilities through
karale. according lo Nicholson. They
learn the body's pressure points and
how much force is required lo
effectively
disable
potential

opponents.
"This is American style karate." he
said. It developed within ihc last few
years and blends basics of the four
major systems: Japanese. Chinese.
Korean and Okinawan. Nicholson said
he believes the American style is mote
versatile than others.
The class is offered each quarter
throughout the school yeat. All
students are welcome lo explore their
interests in karaic and car- call
372-2416 for registration information.
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Tc tbaJl Contest
EaMEniaMi
3» 12SEr75Fo.rr.37

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY,

LEVI'S
CROSS' MEN'S WEAR
147 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
Mi;mi (0)

1

I it

Bowling Green

18036 N.DIXIE HIGHWAY

700% guarantee
on all work

□-

5% gallon $4.55
10 gallon 4.99
15 gallon 9.55
20 gallon 11.75
29 gallon 19.85

□-

Kansas St.

Kansas

I

I at

Central Michigan

A i
I

oaaci'

™ ~ ^v

v

14 ia

•"' *■»«"•»-•«"""»

Delivered
to your

FREE DELIVERY

Fast. Free& Hot

f-S
3OPM-2 0OAM
F-S 4 3OPM-20OAM

I

I at

Ktnt State

□

□.

Colorado

Air Force

□.

Colorado State

□

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

SHOP & SAVE
OPEN FRIDAY
TILL MIDNIGHT

JCFenney
Bowling Green

Temple

J «t

OPEN MONDAY
THRU SAT.
rhe

ANTHONY HOUSE
- MIKE MORIN DISC JOCKEY
- ALL NEW DISCO
- LIGHT SHOW DIRECT FROM
NEW YORK
- LADIES NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY
HARPY HOUR 7-1 1
- FRIDAY AND SAT. HAPRY HOUR
- 1 8 YRS. OR OLDER
Florida State

Auburn

I—I at

□

LSU

|

|

I

I »t

□

Marshall

Its beautiful.
And smart.
Just like she is.
A Lady Seiko Witch

Converse,
Nike sport shoes

Q.,

a

Ball State

aw/tvr*

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Georgia

Indiana

LJ " Michigan-

I at

N. Illinois

|_J

BUFFALO

□-

Navy

Pittsburgh

a

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

CARRY OUT?

FAST PHOTO SERVICE
FILMS AND BULBS

Hi

/.IS.

fnmtlh' \<lJltiililinrj

□

HOE ((Hi:I'
Sout hern Cat.

J at

Notre Dame

GreatScot i
XHNDir IOOO SlOtli

|__J

HOURS Mon - Saf
70:30 a.m. Midnite
Sunday
11:30 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.

LOW PRICES LIVE THERE
THEY AREN'T JUST VISITING

□«

Penn State

'Ask About Our 10 Speed Bike Drawing'

OPEN ALL YEAR
Boston College

Oklahoma

BUY FROM
SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS

Army

□

Purdue

E. Wooster St.

A

8-16oz. 99t
Iowa State

□.

Ohio State

DAIRY QUEEN

134 W. WOOSTER
11 A.M.-7 P.M. M-SAT.
362-4812

1_J

VS

"By the tracks"

FREE DELIVERY
|_J it

MIAMI

Luncheon Special
Breakfast Special
Midnite Special 12-8

352-3551

Stop in & see ill!

Kentucky

I

SCMCOLKIDS
RECORDS

521 S. PROSPECT ST
Bowling Creen. Ohio
352-5128

-3rd Place

PICK THE SCORE

THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE aVfwW
THE SHADY LADY SALOON .

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS.!

Pepsi Light

Michigan State

Jeff Smith
146 Brom field

Entertainment Begins Tuesday
featuring contemporary guitarist
GARY SWANINGER

NEW

PHONE 3524770

-2nd Place

Happy Hours daily 4-9

kw

DILI'S JEWELERS
129 S. Main St.

1st Place

Tom Iximmers
148 Brom field

Phone 353-6341

r

AQUA HUT

Come see our complete linm
of Whito Stag SPEEDO
st&Stls.
sw imtuitt

□

OPEN 24 HOURS

»# IH1H Of iHMKS

Illinois

Bill Mock

818 Offenhauer West

LINDONS

Where
There's
Help,
There's
Hope

LpEPiEWEaDtl IBfiirdtb LTD(BlT<B(Eto

CONGRATULATIONS!
Last Week's
Football Contest
Winners Are:

We carry Adidas,

SPECIAL
THINK ORANGE MUMS »l;25
S. Carolina

All entries must be Hi the B.G. News office by 5 p.m. of the
Friday preceding the games. Thts is a free contest ooen to all
persons eacept amoioves of the participating soonsors. members
of me Kappa Sigma Fraternity and B.G. News empioyvs.

^ LOCKER ROOM

FRATERNITY COLORS
DISCOUNT TO GROUPS

Western Michigan

Delaware

[_J

Nebraska

forms

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
1630 E. Wooster
Open
9-1 Toes, thru Sat.

^HOMECOMING
MUMS

.

203 N. MAIN

Missouri

353-2252

Entry

Ballots will be tabulated by members of the Kappa Sigma
Fratarmty. AH decisions of the judges are final.

ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN

112 S. Main St.

HOUR*
S-T 4 30 PM- 100 AM

Each contestant is permitted only one entry.
reproducad electronically are not acceptable.

1424 E. Wooster

Jzisancllo's
10 12

Mark an "X" in th# square opposite the team you believe win
win, if a game ends in a tie and you select one of the teams at a
wmnar. tt will count as a loss in your total. However, if you
designata a tie and the game ends In a tie. it will count In your
"win" column.

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE

PHONE 3524459

D

in case of a tie trie person selecting closest points to the actual
outcoma of the designated professional game Is determined the
winner,

Bee Gee Bookstore

525 N. MAIN

Clemson

PtHes of tlS, $10, ind %b gift certificates will be given to the
too 3 persons, respectfully. selecting the most winners from the
22 collage games listed above.

NEWMANS MARATHON

many others
runs through Nov. 1st
N. C. State

HALL.

Charge within the lame day

Nil t MMN. MWUNG QREEN.0.

SUPER TANK SALE

DELIVER TO: B.C. NEWS OFFICE 106 UNIVERSITY

OPEN
A STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNT!

SCO TTI
MUFFLERS

Oklahoma State

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

LASALLE'S
129 S. Main

DISHOP MOTORS

PHONE

STATE

□

LJ «t

Syr

D

CJje Mm
LARGEST SELECTION
OF
SWEATERS AND JEANS
IN THIS AREA
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN!
Ohio U.

Lj •» Toledo

Q
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Sentiment, romance, humor
set stage for *Charles IV

Cl^CATAto

er's
*'*-oS?.^

RECORDS -TAPES
PRESENTS
A FANTASTIC MUSICAL BLEND ON

COLUMBIA/EPIC
RECORDS
SLUcu.fr ajU, JJ.'Ju-uMWM
M, H"t«l — Oo>*aiLa-t>w»e*Good<«

DAVE MASON
SPLIT COCONUT
■JjBaVOjaj
IwGwtaUoeara
S-..»t.*--H.-,[*-.l..«ll

Preview by
Judy Schiele
"Charles

II:

the

Merry

Monarch." a sentimental
romantic comedy set to
music, and the first play in
the
University
Theater's
Bicentennial Series, will be
presented
at
8
p.m.
tomorrow through Saturday
in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall.
"Charles II is supposedly
about a king of England in
1670 who likes to hell
around at night," said Dr.
Roger
Gross,
associate
professor of speech and the
play's director. "He likes to
dress like a common young
man, go out at night and
drink and mess around. His
wife doesn't like that.
"His drinking buddy is
Lester, the Earl of Leicester,
who is in love with I .nl>
Clara, the queen's friend."
he added.

said.
ERIC
VAUGHN
graduate
student.
will
portray Captain Cobb. "one
of the greatest American
character types, the tough
guy
with
a
strong

palace." Dr. Gross said.
The Earl of Leicester,
played by Robert Wilson,
and the Lady Clara, played
by Mary Ann Caldwell. "are
very sophisticated, witty,
talented
people. They're
ideal
aristocrats,
class

sentimental streak and a
heart of gold," Dr. Gross
said. "He likes to drink and
have fun. He gave up his
whole career as a sailor in

order to raise up Mary
because
she
had
been
abandoned."
One third of the play's
lyrics were written by John
Howard Payne, main author
of the script and otherwise
best-known for writing the
song
"Home.
Sweet,
Home," Dr. Gross said.
"Shakespeare wrote the
words for one song, another
song is traditional and I
wrote four others," Dr.
Gross said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
M
54
I

Witticism

5 rtotfU'COin*
10 Senonl*'* cloak

JTBPOE
iy Momentum

r»ik«i

41 "

16 Picture ol • wn

thou

thou

16 l.u.w Rattier ■>

Phrav

Otearwinrung

42 Lrqutd

rali
IT Contiguous
11 Native* of

44

Room*

16

Stripling

Lai
n.i

47 Caballrre

MMCM

49 Term in

19 Marmmeabbr

cookerv

20 Hubng principle

II German

22 Short vivid

article

I i Vrlphv

25 Anc

Attti.nl
■ li»r.,it

». Speak

14 Scheming

24 CroM

"LADY CLARA makes a

people who have it all
together in every way." he

portary
the
fun-loving
monarch. "Edward is a shy,
charming young aristocrat
who is on his way up while
deeply in love, trying to
learn how to survive in a
complicated world like the

S2 Pachyderm ■

Colloq

tort*

name of

II Slugger •

tireekn

•aop»n

deal with Lcslcr that she
will marry him if he cures
the
king of his
right
wandering.
"Edward
is
a young
aristocrat who is in love
with Mary, a sweet and
pretty girl who lives in a
tavern called the Grand
Admiral with her uncle who
raised her - Captain Cobb ••
an old sea captain." Dr.

p»i I'obcr * capon
60 Mine
•;i

Fr

BcsifufaNrl

hj Mythical thip
M Admirer
t,'. Koui-eau
Without

till Part of a
full h.«<r

blemith

• ,:

football player*

Sailor

IJ-

HihiicaloutraM

M NtiafWi

*Ung

Truth
tdiirnfifv

Gross explained.
Tom Koster. a senior, will

I" Lacquer

aI

-vmhola

27 •— Doty
H

Iv.'i'.idhnamr

») <>c»graphiral

Colorful fallout

Mord element

at -■■Mm,:

31

Mountain range

12 Take for

I .„...; ..

1 IWnonement

*i..tS..mjn

4 Shredded

I'jrl ..I

11

Atalurk

l| V.r.ipola»ort

'••> Armful
11

flannel color

'.» Am.

Dial

'.9 Knenitul

II.IM.VI-I

lr> I ,nii.

SO Captu alcd
S3 Naive penon

.i v«nh

„'9 Look after

today*
2 Fencer « blade

CoUot,

19 D»i ifortf

MUM,

antique*

IN

41 l)ropl«i

2ft

ltn.1.1 •rveth

1 To.

10 Petty trader

•3 Hon.hu c. i

Spanter »
Part .if.

DOWN

11 CreuUn-o)
folklore

Rm

laaad

t.

lolluq
62 <'ul «horl

\ \l

by Garry Trudeau
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. October 21, 197b
Univ. Div. ot Gen. Stud, degree program meeting. Ohio
Suite, Union, 7:30 p.m. Open to treshmen.

DAVID WILLS V

GEORGE JONE 5
frWrnoriti Of Ut

EVERYBODY? COUNTRY"
MMfeMj
IMDMMmWrWrilMl
INNdttT>n«C<IHliMttli(l«1NM>d
itw i« U OM> T r» n« • AI Ovw Ha

N««-i»-iM| ChKt*n
•Vini On Ttt* CKMMW »w f-«uM BtfcMf II
t Jual Don I Ot>« A Owm Memon** 0" U

Teacher training program "Creative Techniques tor
Primary Children" by Sister Chris Gellings. Religious Ed.
Rm.. Newman Center 7:30 p.m.
Ski Club meeting about Rocky Mount. High ski trip.
Reservations will be taken. Rm. 112 Life Sci. Bldg.. 8
p.m. October 22, 1975.
Freddie's Flock meeting Rm. 255 Memorial Hall, 7:30
p.m.
PACE (Physical Activity Center for Everyone) meeting
Rm. 204 Hayes Hall. 6-7 p.m.
University Skating club meeting Ice Arena, 8-10 p.m.

f>

off these at their
REGULAR EVERYDAY
price of only:

3.99

....along with hundreds of other LP's
at this some everyday fow price of $3."

er's

PRESENTS
AN INCOMPARABLE VARIETY IN MUSIC WITH
THE FINEST SELECTION OF
POP -

ROCK - JAZZ - BLUES COUNTRY - BLUEGRASS FOLK - CL4SS/C4Z. IMPORTS - ETHA7/C - SOUNDTRACKS - BUDGET SINGLES - 8 7JMCK - CASSETTES - Ml/S/C BOOKS
OPEN DAILY -■> A.M. to 10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY - NOON lo 7:30 P.M.

Ifmr Stttir <t*C*4- dtctrd Stm

Woman's Life Planning Group meeting,
Center, Stud. Serv. Bldg., 3-5 p.m.

Active Christians Today fellowship meeting Commons
NE, 7 p.m.

LOST: Opal gold ring lost
somewhere between 211 U.
Hall and 210 Hayes Thur.
a.m. Sentimental value.
HELP WANTED
2 H-boys
dishes at
return
Knowledge
but
not
372-1108.

to wash dinner
French Hse. in
for
dinner.
of French prof,
nee. Ph.
Deb

SERVICES OFFERED
TYPING. EXPERIENCED.
THESES
AND
DISSERTATIONS.
R EF ERENCES
ON
CAMPUS. 353-1602 after 6.
Alterations done my home
480 Lehman Apt. 107 Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.
Housework got you down?
Call 372-1734, after 3 p.m.
Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
Empa-Emotional
and
material,
pregnancy
aid.
Mon. & Fri. 13 p.m. Tues..
Wed.; Thur., 6:30-9:30 p.m.

352-6236.

THE WHEEL offers plants,
customized
planters
and
window gardens.

Bulk dry cleaning, by the
pound or by the load, at
Stadium Plaza Laundromat.

FOR SALE

T.K.E.
little
sis
rush-Tuesday Oct. 21. 7:30.
Refreshments served.
Dawn and Garry - What can
I say? The best is yet to
come. Love. Patti.
Last party! D.U. Li'l Sis
Rush tonight at the house
facing
the
library.
7:30-9:30.
All
girls
welcome.

Counseling

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes 5:30-7:30p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

Ear piercing now at Klevers
Jewelers.
$7.50
includes
earrings.

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
Expert typing,
352-7305.

reasonable.

WANTED
1
m.
rmmte.
a/c,
kitchenette,
cheap.
352-7639.
Babysitter 2:30-5:30 p.m.
on Mon. & Wed., 2:30-7:30
on Tues., & Thurs. Angela
Bell. 831 7th St., Apt. 4.
before 2 p.m. If housing
needed, free room & board.
Contact me at my address.
Need 1 m. rmmte. own
bdrm., $65/mo. Stop in at
339 S. Maple.
1 or 2 f. to share apt. v,
block
from
campus.
352-3757.

FINDERS gives you one
free dj with every 4 albums
you buy.
SENIORS! It's picture time.
For
senior
picture
appointment call The Key,
3720086.
PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
'76
yearbook now. Call The
Key, 3720086.
We
service;
motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers.
Dish op Motors 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
Stevens
Studios
from
Bangor Maine will be on
campus
to
take
senior
pictures from October 20
through
November
14.
Except for one week in
January
when
the
photographer
will
be
returning for retakes THIS
IS THE ONLY TIME he will
be in Bowling Green. Don't
delay,
make
your
appointment for your senior
picture today. Call THE
KEY
office
for
an
appointment. 372-0086.

68 MGB 71 engine, new
brake,
muffler,
clutch
system, runs strong, call
352-3767.
1968 Pontiac Catalma good
transp. $275. 352-6193.
Realistic
stereo.
condition. 352-7768.

Good

'70 Red Opel GT Al cond.
28,000 miles, tires, 7 mo.
Old, $1995. 372-4006.
AKC
Irish
setter
pups.
Shots-show
&
field
background.
Males.
28
Prout Hall. 21339.
'61 Van, tape player 6
speakers $250. 352-5383.
1972 MGB excel, cond. low
mileage, orange. 686-3885
(local) after S.
Yashica camera Semi-automatic.
352-8959.

35 mm.
$65.

63 Chevy, good cond. Call
Matt 372-5767.

Standard
Manual
Royal
typewriter, good condition.
Call 352-1351.
Afghan
Hounds, all sizes.
288-6512.
67 Barracuda, good cond.
Ask $250. 352-8861.
Used 19" BG Zenith T.V.
Like new $90 or best offer.
Call 352-69P6 after 4.

1968 Ford Galaxie. good
cond. $400. 352-8216 or
353-7762.

PERSONALS

Sororities - the Sig Ep Ghost
awaits
its chance
with
Haunted House - Song &
Dance.

1969 TR6 excallent cond.
Good gas mileage yellow
w/bl. Blufton 358-2788.

Order custom hand made
gifts early for Christmas at
THE WHEEL - behind
Skoolkids Records.

JUST
ARRIVED
AT
FINDERS!
New
Electric
Light Orchestra. This LP
and HUNDREDS more at
our regular price of $3.99.

2 bdrm. unfum. apt. avail.
Nov. 1. $160/mo. 352-8075
after 5.

FOR RENT
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Vikings stomp BG hooters
By Norm Biker
Suff Writer
Bowling Green lost one
of its undefeated fall teams
Saturday afternoon as the
Falcon soccer team dropped
an 8-1 decision against
Cleveland Slate University
(CSU).
The hooters were trying
to catch the well-balanced
Viking squad unprepared
after CSU had upset
defending NCAA champ
Howard
University the
previous weekend.
"They really showed us
that they are a national
caliber team and deserve to
be one of the four teams in
the NCAA post season
championship tournament,"
BG head coach Mickey
Cochrane said.
The setback was the

Falcons' fust loss in seven
contests this season. The
booters now own a 4-1-2
record.
IN A GAME played in
wind and rain, Bowling
Green tallied first with only
two minutes gone into the
game.
Sophomore Ken
Hendershott scored his sixth
goal of the season as he
headed the ball past CSU
goalie Rod Mamminga.
"Although
Cleveland
State was down one goal
right away, they didn't •
panic or show concern but
regrouped
and
took
advantage of the wind,"
Chochrane said.
"We just couldn't do
anything againt that strong
wind and the rain made it
really hard to see," he
added.

What followed BG's only
score of the game was
almost
basketball-like
control of the ball by
Cleveland
State
which
resulted in eight goals.
"Our man-to-man defense
broke down after the first
eight minutes of the game
and being the balanced learn
which Cleveland State is,
they kept the ball away
from us," the BG mentor
commented.
The Vikings were led by
senior Roman Rosul and
Bob Hritz. a sophomore
from Munich, Germany.
Each tallied one goal and
two assists.
"THE FACT that they
hadn't beaten us in the
previous two meetings was a

definite factor in the game
as this is Rosul's last year
and he really played a great
game," Cochrane added.
"Although we were down
6-1 at the half, we really felt
that
with
the
wind
advantage going to us in the
second half, that we could
capitalize on it and get back
in the ball game',' Cochrane
said.
Bui Bowling Green could
only muster seven shots In
the game against the
Vikings, while CSU had 19.
In las! year's game, a 2-1 BG
victory, the Falcons only
had six shots.

THE EIGHT goals scored
by Cleveland State is the
most opponent goals ever
allowed in one BG game.
The previous mark was held
by Akron, which scored
seven times in a 1968 game
against the Falcons.
"Although
we
were
beaien, we've still had a
very good year so 'far
considering the fact that we
are playing with a very
young,
inexperienced
lineup," Cochrane said.
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24
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Oct. 20, 197S
Tthru Sun., Oct. 26,
|None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1975.
iThe Kroger Co.
IMOT.

E*C*pt Ooiad Sunday
12 a.m. to 9 a.m.
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CIOMO Sunday 9 p.m.
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ALL BEEF
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KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON
Kroger Meat Or

Water polo club
The Falcon water polo
club ran its season tecord to
4-1 with a 12-4 victory over
Akron University Saturday.
Bowling Green started
the game with three quick
goals in the first two
minutes
and
nevei
relinquished the lead.
Despite a disappointing
second quarter. BG came on
strong once again in the
second half lo record the
win.

p.m. Friday and taking on
the University of Michigan
and Wayne State University
Saturday.
Saturday's action , will
begin at S p.m. as BG
battles Michigan. Michigan
will take on Wayne State in
the second contesi, and the
Falcons will meet Wayne
State in the final game.

TIM STUBBS and Dave
Ryland led the BG scoring
with three goals apiece, with
Jeff Leidel and John
Maddox each adding two.
In the reserve game, BG
defeated Akron, 6-3. Chuck
Deiwiler led the Falcons
with three goals, while Greg
Joseph added two and Larry
Cook tallied one.
The Falcons will host
three teams ihis weekend,
facing Ohio State at 7:30
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Tangle

1044 N. Main Street

The soccer team will try
to get back to its winning
ways when it travels to Ohio
State Saturday afternoon.

ABORTION

Sophomore forward Bob Lewis of Bowling Green (left) tangles
with i Cleveland State fullback in in attempt to gain control of
the ball in Saturday's 8-1 Falcon los.. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)
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GO
FALCONS
BEAT
MIAMI
"RAINCHECK" POLICY
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your total satisfaction regard
less of manufacturer If you are not sattsfted. Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If. due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such an item
is available) reflecting the same savings or. if you prefer, give you a RAIN
CHECK" which entities you to the same advertised special at the same price
•n v time within 30 days

Falcons roll to 6th straight
with 35-9 win over Kent
By Din Gsrfitld
Astislant Sports Editor
CLEVELAND-ll was *
consensus feeling among
Falcon gridders Saturday
night, and Marcus Johnson
summed the elation up in
one
phrase.
"We're
6-0. . .number one in the
MAC. . .we're number one!"
There were few doubts
from the 11,107 chilled fans
at Municipal Stadium that
Bowling
Green's
35-9
dumping of Kent State in
the first Festival of Football
doubleheader was for real.
The
Falcon
football
machine, using big play
strategy, rolled to its sixth
straight victory of the year
and undisputed possession
of first place in the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC).
"WE'RE A big play
team'" BG head coach Don
Nehlen said jubilantly with
clapping hands. "That pass
was beautiful-boom-right
in there!"
The Falcon mentor was

«

Tickets
Tickets
for
Saturday's
Bowling
Green - Miami football
game at Doyt I. Perry
Field are now on sale at
the
Memorial
Hall
ticket office.
Student tickets at
$1.50,
non-student
tickets at S4 and $5
reserved seat tickets
still are available.
A sellout is expected,
so students are urged to
buy their tickets now
instead of at the gate.

expressing satisfaction in
split end Dave Dudley's
over-the-middle reception
and 44-yard race topaydirt,
giving BG a comfortable
21-3 lead in the second
quarter.
Dudley's touchdown pass
was only one of a fistful of
well-executed big plays that
keyed the Falcons to their
third victory in league
competition.
BG MARCHED 70 yards
in nine plays on its opening
series, with quarterback
Mark Miller scoring from
the one. The Falcons never
ceased.
After Kent stalled, BG
went 69 yards in 13 plays
with fullback Dan Saleet
showing
phenomenal
running grace.
In addition to scoring
BG's second touchdown
with 5:03 to go in the initial
period,
the
Lakewood
native dashed for 93 yards
in opening period and
caught a ten-yard pass to
boot.
While
Saleet
and
sophomores Andre Parker
and Jim Cause were running
for huge gains, kicker Don
Taylor
added
another
feather to his cap.
Taylor toed five extra
points to become the MAC's
all-time
leader
for
kick-scoring points. He now
has 170.

"WE
THREW
AN
unbalanced (offensive) line
on them and they got
confused," Nehlen said.
"Early in the first half we
really had them (KSU)
running
around
pretty
good," he added of his
team's efforts.
"Outside of the Brigham
Young game this was
probably our best first half
start this season."
The defense seemed to
contain any attempt by
Kent and it was the
secondary
which
again
sparkled.
Led by Mitch Sherrell,
Art Thompson and Tom
Moriarity deep and with
Kevin
Clayton
holding
down the fort up front, the
defense plugged the lanes,
battered down passes and
picked
off
two
of
quarterback Greg Kokal's
aerials, upping its season
count to 13 interceptions.
Kent, however couldn't
be
contained
totally
thoughout the first half.
Engineered
by
three
third-down successes, Kent
stalled at the BG 12 and
kicker Don Brown put the
Flashes on the board with a
29-yard field goal.
Then came Dudley's
touchdown reception which
broke the game wide open,
21-3 shortly before the first
half ended.

Nevertheless,
Kent's
error-prone offense, which
stalled
more
than
a
second-hand
Edsel
Saturday, punted the ball
after four plays in the
middle of the third quarter.
Freshman wingback Jeff
Groth took Jim Posipank's
punt on his 45-yard stripe
and raced 55 yards for a
touchdown, putting BG up,
28 - 3 following Taylor's
fourth extra point.
SIX PLAYS into the
fourth quarter, following a
Kent
touchdown,
the
Rashes got the ball back
and were trying to mount
another drive to close the
gap, row 28-9.
Back to pass, Kokal was
sacked by middle guard
Dave Brown, putting the
all-MAC quarterback on the
bench
with
reported
cramps.
"They
were
triple
teaming me all night, but I
finally got to him," Brown
said.
Nehlen. who used all 48
players in the game, put
Saleet back in late in the
game because "we didn't
have enough backs left."
Saleet had his fourth
100-yardplus game in six
tries this year, rolling up
162 yards in 22 carries and
holding on to his lead as the
MAC's top rusher

The BG NewTJ
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It's not that difficult to be the conference's leading rusher with your offensive line
opening holes like this. Fullback Dan Saleet who had 162 yards in 22 carries
Saturday night, hursts through a hole provided by the excellent blocking of Gene
Jones (70), Tommy Steele (67), Steve Studer (5S, blocking on Kent's number 82)
and Mike Obrovac (76). (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

Big plays aid BG
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

pattern jnd Miller laid the ball ngln in his hands. Without
breaking stride. Dudley raced untrouched into the end
zone.

CLEVELAND-Two of the smaller members of the
Falcon grid squad pulled off the two biggest plays of the
evening Saturday in BG's 35-9 win over Kent State at
Municipal Stadium.
And for both, it marked the first touchdowns of their
collegiate careers.

O PORTS

The first was by split end Dave Dudley, who hauled in a
44-yard scoring pass from Mark Miller with three minutes
left in the first half.
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The junior, who sat out all of last season with injuries,
said the feeling of scoring his first college touchdown was
"really, really fine."
"I was playing with my man all nighi," ho explained. "I
knew that play was coming toonei or later and I hadn't
used that move on him yet.

IT CAME on a second-down play as Dudley ran a post

•M

"But he lined straight up on me, and I put the move on,
and he didn't know what was going on," the 5-8.
173-pound Dudley said.

Rifle club wins
The Falcon rifle club
defeated the Miami team,
2,052 to 1.922, over the
weekend in a small bore

"It was just a picture-perfect play." Dudley said
afterwards. "Mark (Miller) had time to throw, and the pass
was right there."

rifle
marksmanship
c ompet it ion.
High
individual was BG's Mark
Scheid with a 526 score.

THE EVENING'S second big play was turned in by
freshman wingback Jeff Groth. a real find among coach
Don Nehlen's recruits.
Groth, who has been alternating at wingback with junior
Steve Kuehl, broke loose for a 55-yard punt return tally in
the third quarter that gave BG a 28-3 lead.

IM notes

Groth fielded the punt, dodged a tackier and broke to his
right. Getting some key blocks, the 5-11, 175-pound rookie
turned the comer and headed down the sideline
Two Kent State defenders loomed ahead, hut the shifty
Groth cut back towards the middle, once again aided by a
good block. From there, it was clear sailing to the goal line

Entries for the all-campus handball and racquetball
tournaments now are available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen.
Entries are due Oct. 28 with play beginning Nov. 3.

"IT WAS a big thrill." Groth said in the noisy Falcon
dressing quarters. "The only guy that hit me was when I
turned the corner.
"The 'wall' was there." he continued. "I got real good
blocks. There were a couple of big guys I had to split near
the sidelines, but it wasn't that bad."

• • •

Entries for the coed volleyball leagues now are available
from hall directors and at the IM office, 201 Memorial Hall.
Teams are composed of three men and three women.
Entries are due Oct. 28 with play beginning Nov. 3.

• • •

FRATERNITY HOCKEY entries are due today in the IM
office. A mandatory meeting is set for 4 p.m. tomorrow in
202 Memorial Hall for all team managers.
Teams not represented at this meeting will be chopped
from the league list. Play will begin at 10:15 p.m. Sunday.

- FEATURING -

• • •

Theta Chi and Kohl Hall took team honors in the IM
cross country meet Thursday.
Ted Barnes of Kohl was the individual champion with a
time of 11:19 for the 2.2 mile course.

Char Broiled SteeKt and
Chop*

The Falcon defense harrassed Kent State quarterback Greg Kokal (8) constantly
throughout the 35-9 win at Cleveland Stadium. Here. Ron Nickey (7S) and Kevin
Clayton (46) combine to stop the senior performer. Tom Moriarty (44) and Jeff
Smith (43) pursue the play. (Newsphoto by Dan Gar field l

Defense

Full Court* Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tue». thru Set. 7:JO-»

Harriers dethroned
By BiD Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
Most collegiate cross
country teams do not train
for meets run on pavement,
so consequently, Saturday's
All-Ohio
Championships
resulted in a few surprises
for the Falcons and 27
other teams that competed
in tbe collegiate race.
The meet, hosted by
Ohio Weslcyan University,
was scheduled to be run on
a five-mile layout at the
Delaware Country Club.
Instead, meet officials
moved the race to the back
roads of Delaware and
stretched the distance to
nearly five and-a-quartet
miles.
THE FALCONS running
in unfamiliar "fiat" shoes
(without
spikes)
and
without sophomore Tom
McSheffery. were dethroned
as All-Ohio champs as they
finished third with 106
points.
Kent State, behind the
efforts of individual winner
Marc Hunter, and Malone
College shared the team title
with 78 points. Ohio Stale

was fourth with HI.

Brodt said the switch
from the hilly, grassy
surface to th« concrete
roads hindered his squad's
performance.
"We don't train our kids
to be road racers," Brodt
said. " About half our
workouts during the week
are on the road but they
involve warming up and
running down and not at a
very fast pace."
Brodt claimed that he
and his squad totally were
surprised by the conditions
of the meet when they
arnved Saturday morning.
"IF WE HAD known it
was going to be a road race
we probably wouldn't have
gone down there," he said.
"It should be obvious which
team does train mostly on
the roads."
The Falcon mentor was
refenng to Malone, one of
the top NAIA squads in the
Midwest which trains almost
exclusively on the roads.
"McSheffery didn't bring
along any flats and all he
had were a pair of Converse
tennis shoes which he uses

to warm-up in," he said.
Junior Gary Desjardins
led the Bowling Green
effort with an eighth-place
finish in 27:51. Dan Dun ton
notched 15th in 28:12 and
Gary Little took 21st with a
clocking of 28:20.
The next three Falcons
were bunched closely as
freshman
Kevin
Ryan
garnered 29th in 28:35, Dan
Carledge took 33rd in 28:43
and freshman Brent Beams,
running for McSheffery.
finished 41 st in 28:58.
FALCON CAPTAIN Tim
Zumbaugh once again had
his problems as he followed
up last week's 73rd place
finish by taking 70th in
29:46.
In the open division,
former Falcon ail-American
Sid Sink finished llth and
Jim Gosser and Bob Lunn
finished 12th and 15th
respectively.
With the Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
championships only two
weeks away, the Falcons
will face their fourth MAC
opponent of the season this
Saturday in a dual contest
at Miami University.
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4 PM — close every Tuesday get ■
Rib-Eye Dinner lor only $1.39 (Reg. $1.79)

Become a Preferred
Customer* and be Eligible for a
FREE Pair of FRYE Boots
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